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Bright Ideas

1.

LAUNCH OF &YOU

This month, we officially launched &YOU - an incredibly
aesthetically-pleasing online, multi-brand interiors-focused
concept store founded by Anoud Khaled. Goop-ers, watch
out! With a reverence for craftsmanship and provenance,
&YOU brings together the very best array of products from
both established and emerging designers and presents
them together in a collection of stories on “Our List”. The
brand has already collaborated with the likes of CampbellRey, Taiana Giefer, Lara Bohinc, KANA London and Once
Milano. You heard it here first!
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2.

TOAST VIRTUAL
CREATIVE RESIDENCY

Having quickly pivoted their much-loved programming to
a highly-attended virtual series during C-19 and following
the success of their first Creative Residency last year,
TOAST remains determined to celebrate and support their
like-minded community of creative individuals - this time,
virtually. Open to all, three days of online talks, workshops
and live demonstrations are inspired by TOAST’s AW20
campaign of “Flux & Flow” and it seems almost serendipitous
that this season’s collection celebrates the changing self.
Alongside conversations with Skye Gyngell, Katy Hessel
and Slow Sound Meditation, TOAST’s new American Maker,
Polly Yates, leads a ceramic coiling and pinching workshop
alongside other US creatives in partnerships with Textile
Arts Center in New York City.

3.

KIMAÏ: AN ETHICAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT

We’re totally behind Kimaï’s re-education and societal
shift in the perception and use of lab-grown diamonds.
Similarly to how the industry championed faux fur, Kimaï
are innovating the industry to one that recognizes luxury
defined by consciousness and transparency. With all-women
big hitters behind them, including Diane von Furstenberg,
Rebecca Minkoff and Fidji Simo, and brand fans including
Emma Watson, The Duchess of Sussex and Jessica Alba,
their mission is well underway. Just as engagement season
approaches, this month they launch their first engagement
ring collection; the ‘Perfectly Imperfect’ collection features
six made to order pieces designed to spotlight and celebrate
the diamond.

When? Thursday 15th - Sunday 17th October

IG Ideas

The Wishlist

@kanalondon
Clay artist, Ana Kerin, hand
builds functional ceramic
pieces

@collagerie
A shopping platform curating
the best of fashion, interiors,
beauty and lifestyle

@samanthajhahn
Our favourite New York Times
illustrator

@storiesbehindthings
A storytelling platform for
mindful consumption and
sustainability

@frypowers
Jewelry handmade in New
York designed to brighten up
the soul

@discocubes
Experimental creative studio
freezing branding

@wondering.people
A community of local and
international artists, makers
and photographers

@itslemonwater
A podcast about wellness
on iTunes and spotify by
Michelle Saman

@hotelweekend
Barefoot luxury for the
modern nomad

Ideas we’re into (but sadly aren’t ours..)
THE MANDRAGORE
Meet Louie - our favourite, extremely well-fed alligator
and patron to the new Covent Garden hotspot.
Louie blends the characteristics of four cities; invoking
the soul of New Orleans, the sophistication of Paris,
and the sass of a New Yorker – all set on London’s
stage. Doors are now open, and trust us, you won’t
want to eat anywhere else this Autumn...

Paris-based architects, Rescubika, released a proposal
for a new building in New York City that would drastically
change the skyline forever! Not only would it be the
city’s tallest, the building nicknamed “Mandragore”
has been designed to trap carbon emissions. It was
conceived as a response to the “City of Tomorrow”
project that aims to make NYC carbon neutral by 2050
and with over 36 wind turbines, 1,600 trees and over
160 floors - we can’t wait to see how it turns out!

THE RESY DRIVE-THRU
When we think “drive thru”, we think of Grease. But,
Resy are changing any preconceived ideas with their
10-course drive-thru tasting menu. In Mid-October,
The Hollywood Palladium will be transformed into a
whimsical labyrinth featuring ten of LA’s most soughtafter restaurants and chefs who will each create a new
dish for guests. Valets will be on hand to guide your car
from restaurant to restaurant with dishes served straight
into your hands. Engines at the ready!

SHEEP INC.

&YOU | BUCHANAN STUDIO | CHARLES & CO
DESMOND & DEMPSEY | E15 | EIGHTY-FOUR ROOMS
JSH ALGARVE | KIMAÏ | LE PIGALLE | LES HÔTELS
D’EN HAUT | LOUIE | LOUISA RISCH | MAB & STOKE
MISHA NONOO | NORTH ISLAND | OKAPI | PORT
LYMPNE HOTEL & RESERVE | SALONI | SGC WINE
THE ASPINALL FOUNDATION | TOAST | TROVE

@ S C OT T _ I D E A S

Do you own a Sheep Inc? If not, we suggest you buy
one immediately. Aside from the geniusly created,
carbon negative sweaters complete with tagging device,
they also come with a friend. A furry, recently shaved
one - in the form of a sheep. We called ours Scott and
we can keep track of his movements across the New
Zealand farmlands. He looks pretty happy. Sheep Inc’s
two Founders, Edzard and Michael work with farms in
New Zealand that use innovative, sustainable farming
methods and conform to the highest animal welfare
standards worldwide.
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